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Agreement Structure
Specific information related to Service Levels commonly
located in exhibits to a master services agreement
Reference in the master services agreement to the service
level requirements in the exhibits
– The MSA typically states that a provider will provide services
– The SOW typically states what and how the services will be provided
– The SLA typically states how the services will perform

Some service level-type provisions that are commonly found
in the master services agreement and not in an exhibit:
– Root cause analysis and resolution
– Cost and efficiency reviews

Warranties and other contractual terms are important but
– Difficult to enforce
– Damages are hard to prove / might be capped by limitation of liability
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Big Picture/Background
In an outsourced relationship, the Customer base
loses the control and influence it has over an
internal IT department
We will focus on Cloud/SaaS and general technology
outsourcing scenarios
Relevant Master Agreement provisions
Details of SLA Attachment/Exhibit
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Why are Service Levels
Important?
Commitment from provider to deliver the services to
an agreed standard
Incentivize provider performance
Ensure customer "gets what it pays for"
Cooperation between customer and provider
Builds trust
Unfortunately, SLAs are often talked about, often
poorly written, and often not enforced.
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Master Agreement Provisions
No Sole and Exclusive Remedies: Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary, all remedies under the Agreement are cumulative. Many SLA
Exhibits state SLA performance credits are the sole and exclusive remedy
for a failure of the Services and the order of precedence may allow the
Attachment to govern. This needs to be searched or and deleted
No right to Withhold Services: Provided Client continues to timely make all
undisputed payments, Provider warrants that during the Term of this
Agreement it will not withhold Services provided and shall meet and
performance specifications hereunder, for any reason, including but not
limited to a dispute between the parties arising under this Agreement,
except as may be specifically authorized herein.
Qualified Force Majeure Exception: Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary, Provider shall not be excused from providing the Services in
accordance with the Agreement for the lesser of 48 hours or any
applicable business resumption or disaster recovery SLA specification.
©2019 Foley & Lardner LLP
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Master Agreement Provisions
Proration for Force Majeure Exception: For the avoidance of doubt, in the
event Vendor’s performance hereunder is the subject of a force majeure
event, the fees to be paid by Client hereunder shall be equitably adjusted
to reflect the period in which Vendor’s performance was effected.
Right to Retrieve Data: At all times during the term of the Agreement and
for a period of thirty days thereafter, regardless of reason for termination,
Vendor shall, at no additional charge, make a complete copy of Client’s
data available for download.
Secure Destruction: Following any termination or expiration of this
Agreement, subject to Client’s right to obtain a copy of its data, Vendor
shall promptly and securely delete all copies of Client data on Vendor’s
systems using methods consistent with best industry practices (i.e., at
least as protective as the DoD 5220-22-M Standard, NIST Special
Publication 800-88, Guidelines for Media Sanitization, or NAID standards)
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Service Level Agreement (SLA):
General Provider Responsibilities
Initiating problem investigations
Reporting service level failures promptly
Reporting potential incidents and problems promptly
Monthly Service Level Performance Report
Meeting service levels as quickly as possible after
transition
Reporting on root cause analyses and providing
frequent updates
Recommending improvements to ensure service
levels are met
©2019 Foley & Lardner LLP
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SLA: General
Customer Responsibilities
Support the service delivery process
Provide access to premises and personnel as
necessary for the provider to provide the
services
Provide training as necessary
Limit the number of interface points for the
provider
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SLA: Precise Language Required
Often relegated to review by the technical/business team
who operate in a "I know what they mean world"

To the maximum extent possible, Service Levels should
be stated as absolutes; i.e., a specification, a definable
mathematical formula
Review must consider what is not included, absent a
specific SLA there are only two processes: "Pretty please"
and litigation.
Change Orders, are source of profit in an Outsourcing
Agreement
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SLAs: Overarching Provisions
Each Service Level is exclusive of the other; e.g., an
Availability miss is a separate "harm" from a Time to
Restore miss
Customer's data cannot be unreasonably rejected Suppliers often imply or explicitly state only their data is
used in measuring performance of the Services
Troubles (aka Incidents in ITIL) occur/start whenever they
do. The start is not based on when it is reported.
Suppliers have a duty to monitor and be proactive.
Service Level performance should not be qualified with
"reasonable efforts". The Supplier sets the Service Levels
and there are often exclusions there is no need for a
reasonable efforts qualifier.
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SLA: Overarching Provisions
(cont.)
Concepts such as Key Performance Indicators or Service
Level Objectives (SLOs) vs. actual SLAs merely cloud
operational management for the Parties
Remedies for "misses" should escalate; e.g., if the
Service Level is 99.9% Availability, the remedy when only
92% Availability is achieved must be greater than when
98.5% Availability is achieved. Otherwise a) there is no
incentive active to continue to perform and b) the next
available remedy is material breach.
Repeated misses should give rise to a termination right.
Never consecutive, should be X misses in Y months; e.g.,
3 misses in 5 months. See expanded discussion.
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SLA: Termination Rights
All of the following should result in a termination
right:
– Failure to meet the same Service Level for 3 consecutive
months
– Failure to meet 1 or more of the same CSL for 4 of the last
6 months
– Performance credits exceed 50% of the total monthly at
risk amount in any 6 month period
– Failure to meet to meet the business resumption/disaster
recovery SLA, if a critical business function
– Termination is an expensive process for the Customer, it is
only going to be elected as a last resort
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SLAs: Reasonable Exceptions
Acts of Customer or service or equipment provided by Customer
Limited "ramp-up" periods

During (not duration) of a force majeure event and for a limited
period
Unreasonable - incomplete data provided by customer
Unreasonable - Outage of less than 10 minutes is not an outage.
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SLA: General Monetary
Provisions
Performance Credits limited to 15%-30% of monthly fees.
Generally, only in telecom or other similar services are 100%
fees subject to a performance credit.
Claiming of the Credit should not be unreasonably limited to a
short-time frame, a 3-6 month window is appropriate post SLA
failure. Credits to be applied to next invoice
"Earnbacks" should not be allowed - Service levels are often
structured as minimum performance below which the
Customer receives a remedy - Why should a Customer have to
"refund the remedy" just because the Supplier subsequently
"did their job right"?
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SLA: General Monetary
Provisions (cont.)
In sophisticated/complex transactions:
Schemes can be created to have total monetary credit
defined as a pool, that can be allocated at Customer's option
to various SLAs but not to exceed X% for any given SLA.
The above is a way to create KPIs, allocate 0% credit but
failure is still a breach of the Agreement.
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SLA: Typical Service Levels
Availability of Service
Capacity/Simultaneous Users
Time to Respond
Time to Restore
Transaction Processing
Batch Job Delivery
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Availability
Availability: "Availability" or "Available" shall mean the Hosted
Service/Service is operating in all material respects and in
conformance with the Documentation.
Undefined Suppliers have asserted that available means the
server can respond to a ping or that the Customer can log on
but not that the Service is actually functioning
Scheduled Downtime is counted as outage
Scheduled Downtime may only occur during specified windows
and must capped in a month.
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Availability (cont.): "the formula"
and the math
Scheduled Downtime must be counted as downtime otherwise Availability is
artificially inflated.
The Outage starts whenever it starts, not upon reporting. Remember there is a
duty to monitor and proactively respond.
(Outage Time + Scheduled Downtime) /Total Minutes in the Month equals the
percent Availability.
99.5% is a common specification. That allows for 216 minutes of downtime
per month, below that a performance credit is issued.
Escalating performance credits are critical as Availability continues to decline.
Consider what 95% availability could mean. A Service could take a 10 minute
outage during every business hour every of every business day in a month and
still meet 95% Availability. How much would a Customer be willing to pay for
that Service?
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Time to Respond
Time to Respond shall mean the elapsed time from the earlier of
an automated alarm or Incident report to the time that the
Supplier has acknowledged receipt of the Incident, assigned
qualified staff to the Incident, commenced analysis and/or
restoration activities, and communicated to Customer the
assigned technician. All four of the elements/tasks must be
completed.
The Service Level performance metric is often tiered. 100% for
Priority 1 & 2 Incidents, 90% for Priority 3 Incidents, and 80% for
Priority 4 Incidents.
The measurement period for Time to is often extended to a
quarterly or semi-annual number because, hopefully, there are
few Incidents and the "Rule of Small Numbers would unfairly
impact the Supplier.
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Time to Restore
Time to Restore shall shall mean the elapsed time from the
earlier of an automated alarm or Incident report to the time
that the Service has been restored to normal operation.
This SLA is usually only applicable when the Supplier has had
a large degree of control over the design and deployment of
the "System/Service"
Similar to Time to Restore, it will have different requirements
by Priority type often 4 hours (P1), 8 hours (P2), 1-2 days
(P3), and 1 Week (P4).

Similar to Time to Restore, it may be appropriate for the
measurement period to be quarterly or semi-annual.
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Transaction
Processing/Response Time
Measure the performance of the Service for an individual
transaction may be used for any type of transaction; e.g.,
sales orders, page presentations etc.
Often specified with a distribution of transition processing
times. The distribution of must add to 100%.
Sixty percent (60%) of all transactions will be processed in
two (2) seconds, ninety five percent (95%) within five (5)
seconds, and one hundred percent (100%) within ten (10)
seconds.
Failure to "accept" transactions shall be deemed downtime.
The second level of the specification is just as important. If
this specification were to drop to 90%, then 1 in 10
transactions can take more than 5 seconds to execute.
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Batch Processing or File
Delivery
Measure the performance of the Service for a
processing function usually taken place overnight.
XYZ job file shall be submitted by 11:00 pm and
shall be returned by no later than 5:00 am the
following day. In the event the file is submitted late
by Customer, the return time shall be extended on a
minute for minute basis.
Value of the performance credit can vary significantly
depending on the application/function.
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SLAs: Non-Monetary Remedies
The following remedies can be used as various forms
of escalation when repetitive SLA failures occur:
Require an onsite engineer or somebody increased
level of dedicated Customer support
Require a in-person meeting from Supplier's
SVP/EVP of Operations to present on root cause
analysis and corrective action plans.
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Service Availability –
Client Data
Explicitly specify client’s ownership of any
information stored by the provider for the client
Require that provider
– deliver periodic copies of all client data to client, and
– perform regular data backups to an off-site storage
facility
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Service Levels – Data Return
The client should also consider adding a data return
service level, if services involve
– a critical business function, or
– sensitive client information

Measures the time period between the client’s
request for data and the provider’s return of such
data in accordance with the timeframe requirements
of the agreement
Provides additional assurance that customer will be
able to receive its data and continue to operate, in
the event that provider stops providing services or
concerns of a loss of service arise
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Service Levels – Uptime Service
Level
Downtime
– Scheduled downtime
Customers should receive written documentation of a provider’s
scheduled downtime
Ensure the schedule creates no issues for the customer’s
business

– Downtime monitoring
Provider should be proactive in detecting downtime (e.g., require
the provider to constantly monitor the “heartbeat” of all its servers
through automated “pinging”)

Measurement Window
– Providers tend to want longer measurement periods (e.g.,
quarterly)
dilutes the effects of a downtime and thus masks periodic
performance issues that may temporarily impact the business and
eliminates meaningful remedies
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Service Levels –Service
Response Time
Services that fail to provide timely responses to its
users are effectively “unavailable”
Therefore, include a service level that sets forth
maximum response times for a customer’s use of
the Services

– a specific service level target depends on the facts and
circumstances in each case (e.g., transaction complexity,
processing required, whether services are being accessed
over an Internet connection or a leased line)
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Service Levels – Problem Response Time
and Resolution Time Service Levels
Providers often include only a response time
measurement, which typically falls short of what is
necessary
– Response Time
measures the time period from when the problem is
reported to when the provider notifies the client and
begins working to address the issue

Also, include a resolution time measurement
– Resolution Time
measures the time period from when the problem is
reported to when the provider implements a fix or
acceptable workaround
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Additions, Deletions and
Modifications
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) vs. Service
Levels
KPIs (be weary, they can provide a customer a false sense of security)
– Additions and deletions of KPIs at customer’s
discretion
– Formula for service level metric to be determined
by the parties
For example, average applicable service measurement
for the most recent 3 calendar months, or if no data,
process for measuring performance

– Modifications to KPIs on mutually agreed basis
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Service Level Failures
Performance credit = specified dollar amount
In more complex cases:
– Performance credit = the performance credit allocation
percentage x the monthly at risk amount

Multiple failures
Reports
Payment of performance credits
Recurrence of the same issue
Additional remedies
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Measuring Tools
Ensure provider has proper tools and methodologies
to actually measure and report on the service levels
Must be implemented prior to transition complete (or
prior to the start date for the applicable service level)
Failure to measure = service level failure
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Reporting
Each service level has a measurement period
Reports delivered within a specified period after
measurement period (e.g., 10 days)
Failure to deliver reports timely = service level failure for the
applicable service level
Hard copy and/or online
Availability of supporting data
Quarterly and annual service level reports (in addition to
regular reporting requirements)
Task force to review service level performance on a regular
basis
– Monthly, quarterly annual meetings
– Included in governance structure of transaction
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Continuous Improvement
Service levels should reflect improvement in service
over time
Improvements to meet evolved customer
requirements
Improvements to reflect provider’s ability to provide
higher quality of service
For example:
– After first 12 months of service adjust service level to the
average of the highest 10 months in the last 12 months
– Appropriate limits on service level adjustments
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Earnback
Minimum / expected service level framework
Earnback only applies to expected service level
– No earnback on failure to meet minimum service levels

Earnbacks should be tied to continuous
outperformance of the expected service level
– provider’s actual performance for a particular service
annualized in excess of the expected service level
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The Service Level Standard
If currently performing the service
– What service level is being met today?
– Is a higher level of service desired?

If not currently performing the service
– What factors are important to the customer?
Reliability
Availability
Timeliness
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Definitions
Define each term used in each service level
Examples of terms to define:
– Monthly Maximum At Risk Percentage: With respect to each calendar
month, 18% of Provider’s fees for Services in such month
– Critical Service Level: Those Service Levels that have performance
credits associated with service level failure
– Key Performance Indicator: Those Service Levels that don’t have
performance credits associated with service level failure
– Performance Credit Allocation Percentage: The total of the
percentages (e.g., weights) of all Service levels, which shall not exceed
an agreed upon amount (e.g., 100%).
Minimums and maximums
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Additions, Deletions and
Modifications
CSLs
– Additions generally permitted after 12 or 18 months of service
– Service level set by a pre-determined process, for example:
Where measurement data exists, the average of the most recent 3
consecutive months of service
Where no measurement data exists, set up a measurement period and
set service level

– Additions, modifications and deletions to CLSs don’t change the
“performance credit allocation percentage” or the “monthly maximum
at risk percentage”

All additions, deletions and modifications to service levels in
accordance with change control process
Promotion of KPIs to CSLs
Demotion of CSLs to KPIs
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General Requirements
Objective and purpose of the service levels
Commencement date
Critical factors that may have an affect on the
provider’s ability to provide the services in
accordance with the service levels:
–
–
–
–

Materials, equipment provided by the customer
Customer’s failure to meet its requirements
Outside factors
Force majeure (Provider's DR/BRS obligations need to be considered)
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Service Availability – In-House
Software Solution
Scenario: Server is down, or failure of a telecommunications link

Risk mitigation
– Consider requiring the provider to make available or
develop an in-house software solution
if provider stops providing “software” services, your operations
could be dead in the water
“Software” services are typically unique and more difficult to
replace than infrastructure services
Inclusion of an “in-house” solution provision is very dependent on
the nature of the software provided as a service
The more critical the application, the more important it is to
explore an in-house solution – even if it is escrowed
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Service Availability –
Withholding of Services
Scenario: Provider is withholding service because of a fee dispute

Include a provision prohibiting the provider’s
withholding of services
Example:
Provided Client continues to timely make all undisputed payments,
Provider warrants that during the Term of this Agreement it will not
withhold Services provided hereunder, for any reason, including but not
limited to a dispute between the parties arising under this Agreement,
except as may be specifically authorized herein.
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Service Availability – Disaster
Recovery and Business Continuity
Scenario: Natural disaster is causing damage to the provider’s data center

Risk mitigation:

– Include a provision requiring the provider to continue to
make the services available, even in the event of a
disaster, power outage, or similarly significant event.
– Continuity of services should be provided through a
secondary server, data center, or provider, as
appropriate.

Review any related provider policies and procedures
Example:
Example: Provider shall maintain and implement disaster recovery and avoidance
procedures to ensure that the Services are not interrupted during any disaster.
Provider shall provide Client with a copy of its current disaster recovery plan and all
updates thereto during the Term. All requirements of this Agreement, including those
relating to security, personnel due diligence, and training, shall apply to the Provider
disaster recovery site.
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Root Cause Analysis
Conducted within a specified period of time after
service failure
– Analysis of the cause of the failure

Identify cause of failure
Specified timeframe for correcting issue that caused
failure
Implement process for avoiding issues in the future
Cooperate with customer to correct failures that
were identified as not caused by provider
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Questions?
Aaron Tantleff, atantleff@foley.com
Michael Dettorre, mike@sow-sla.com
Michael R. Overly, moverly@foley.com
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